The soleus (Sol) 
Introduction

40
The control of standing balance is a multisensory (vision, vestibular, auditory and somatosensory) 41 process which requires the coordination of postural muscles throughout the body. This coordination is 42 particularly important at the ankles where the soleus (Sol) and gastrocnemius muscles generate the plantar 43 flexor moment that counteracts the forward toppling of the body to maintain our vertical orientation. 
47
The Sol, which is almost continuously active in standing balance and has twice the physiological cross 
103
Therefore, we believe our sample to be broadly reflective of the muscle as a whole. Signals were 104 amplified (×5,000) and filtered (30-6,000 Hz) with a high impedance amplifier (GRASS 15CT 148 149
----------------------------------------------Insert Figure 1---------------------------------------------------150
151
MU discharge times were analyzed with a probability-based measure, the peri-stimulus time histogram response was present in a given muscle, the peak-to-trough amplitude of the SL and ML response was 166 compared to the peak-to-trough amplitude of the sham trial at times corresponding to the average SL and configurations and sham as the levels). Post-hoc comparisons were carried out using Tukey's HSD test.
169
To compare responses between the mGas and Sol, each PSTH was converted to a probability mass 170 function by dividing the bin count by the total number of spikes in the peri-stimulus window (-500ms to 171 1000ms). This transformation equates bin height to the probability of spike firing at each 2ms time 172 interval within the peri-stimulus window. Then the peak-to-trough amplitude between the SL and ML 173 responses was determined using local regression. Since there was no statistical difference between the 174 two electrode configurations in the repeated measures ANOVA (see Results and Table I ), peak-to-trough 175 values were averaged across electrode configurations and Sol and mGas response amplitude were 176 compared using an unpaired t-test.
178 ----------------------------------------------------------Insert figure 2-------------------------------------------------
180
A potential complication of using probabilistic measures such as the PSTH is that peaks and 
--------------------------------------------------Insert Figure 3-----------------------------------------
220
The peak-to-trough amplitude of the mGas MU PSTH responses evoked by GVS were 221 significantly larger than the sham condition [Anode Right (22 ± 8 vs 2 ± 2 spikes); Anode Left (25 ± 7 vs 222 2 ± 2 spikes), F (2,22)= 75.9, p<0.001; See Table I ---------------------------------------------Insert Figure 4------------------------------------------------245  246  247   --------------------------------------------------Insert Figure 5-------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------Insert Table I--------------------------------------------------------
249
Larger vestibular-evoked motor unit responses in mGas than Sol
250
The peak-to-trough amplitude of the SL and ML responses were significantly larger in mGas MUs ----------------------------------------------------Insert Figure 6-------------------------------------------------- 
258
Discussion
259
The purpose of this study was to determine how a vestibular stimulus influences the discharge 260 behaviour of MUs in two lower leg muscles that have distinct patterns of activity in standing balance. 
539
Compared to the PSTH, which provides a probabilistic measure of changes in motor unit discharge due to the stimulus, the PSF indicates the change in motor unit discharge rate due to the stimulus. The black arrows indicate the timing of the SL and ML peaks of the PSTH and the timing of the first and second peaks of the PSF. Time zero is stimulus onset. ms: milliseconds; imp/s: impulse/second. B.
